Interactive Information Retrieval (IR) systems often provide various features and functions, such as query suggestions and relevance feedback, that a user may or may not decide to use. The decision to take such an option has associated costs and may lead to some benefit. Thus, a savvy user would take decisions that maximizes their net benefit. In this paper, we formally model the costs and benefits of various decisions that users, implicitly or explicitly, make when searching. We consider and analyse the following scenarios: (i) how long a user's query should be? (ii) should the user pose a specific or vague query? (iii) should the user take a suggestion or re-formulate? (iv) when should a user employ relevance feedback? and (v) when would the "find similar" functionality be worthwhile to the user? To this end, we build a series of cost-benefit models exploring a variety of parameters that affect the decisions at play. Through the analyses, we are able to draw a number of insights into different decisions, provide explanations for observed behaviours and generate numerous testable hypotheses. This work not only serves as a basis for future empirical work, but also as a template for developing other cost-benefit models involving human-computer interaction.
INTRODUCTION
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ICTIR '16, September 12 -16, 2016 , Newark, DE, USA ing: (i) more sophisticated user models that encode stopping and interaction behaviour [39, 42] , (ii) the gain and usefulness of the documents encountered [13, 20, 30] (iii) the cost and effort of performing different interactions [2, 50, 62, 63] and (iv) the sequence of interactions within and across the sessions (as opposed to considering ranked lists in isolation) [4, 5, 31, 46] . Underpinning most measures is a user model [59] ; so there has been a concerted effort to improve the current user models to develop more realistic and accurate measures [40] . While much of the research has focused on how users interact with a ranked list (resulting in numerous measures [17, 40] ), less attention has been paid to modeling other interactions. Now with the drive towards task based evaluations and task completion engines [11, 13, 58] , it is timely to consider modeling interactions outwith the ranked list, and to understand how the different choices users can make affect their overall session performance. Two common threads run through this recent work.
(i) The cost of interaction, through the inclusion of the effort or time involved in the search process within the evaluation measure. For example, measures like Time Biased Gain (TBG) [50] specifically incorporate the time to assess documents. While the effort involved in processing a document in terms of readability and understandability has been explicitly included in other measures (e.g., [2, 62, 63] ).
(ii) The benefit of interaction, through the inclusion of a gain, graded relevance or the value of the information found. For example, the U-measure values shorter documents more than longer document [46] ; while in RBP, DCG and variants of [18, 30, 39, 42] , documents seen at a later point in the session are valued less.
A key assumption underpinning the modeling and measuring of user-system performance is that a system or search strategy results in greater net benefit (or utility)
1 is preferable than one that yields lower net benefit . Indeed, it has been posited that people will modify their search strategies in order to maximize their net benefit, and that systems and interfaces will evolve so as to maximize the net benefit for the user [43] . For example, an instantiation of the card playing model [61] shows how the interface can be adapted to maximize the information gain at each round of interaction. On the other hand, numerous attempts have been made to augment the standard search interface but have been met with limited success [33] . Taken together, this body of work motivates the development of user models that consider the costs and benefits of the decisions involved in searching and seeking so that we can better understand the process and support it appropriately through the interfaces and systems we develop. Consequently, in this work we begin building a series of cost-benefit models of various interactions from a user perspective. This allows us to: (1) reason about why users perform certain actions over others, (2) understand why certain features or interactions are preferable over others, and (3) develop core underlying user models for the development of task and session based measures. To this end, we consider different decisions the user faces when querying and interacting with the system/interface, where we consider questions such as:
• why is it so hard to get users to type longer queries?
• why are users reluctant to give relevance feedback?
• and why is the standard search interface preferable to "novel" search interfaces?
Through our analyses, we draw various insights regarding user behaviour and generate numerous testable hypotheses which can be explored in future work.
RELATED WORK
Early on in the history of IR, the notion of utility featured heavily and gave rise to the strong evaluation based traditions in the field [56] . In [22] , Cooper put forward the proposition that utility forms the basis of measurement claiming that it would be the ideal measure. However the difficulty in obtaining judgements of utility meant that the field has resorted to relying upon the simple demarcations of nonrelevant and relevant. Nonetheless, the idea of using the utility of a document has arisen in various guises (i.e. graded relevance, gain, benefit, usefulness and negative cost) and has formed the basis of much research. For example, in [44] , Robertson examined the problem of ranking in terms of the costs and benefits. This led to the formulation of the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) which essentially applies decision theory to the ranking problem [44] . The PRP makes a number of assumptions which are also implicit within most measures used, reflecting the user model, i.e. that documents are judged/valued independently, the costs/benefits of (non) relevant documents are the same, and that documents are judged in a linear fashion. Furthermore, most measures and models have focused on evaluating a ranked list. However, there is now impetus to go beyond the ranked list, and consider the whole session in the context of the task [4, 5, 11, 31, 46] . Thus, we need to revisit the idea of modeling the utility of the information found and the actions in the sessions that lead to ascertaining that utility. Here, we consider how much utility (or usefulness) one obtains in terms of the costs and benefits as suggested by Bates [12] . In [12] , Bates describes one of the monitoring tactics people employ when searching is to weigh the costs and benefits of their decisions/interactions. While Bates did not elaborate on this tactic, a line of research has evolved from this notion which formally models the costs and benefits of interaction using different, but related, frameworks [45, 43, 6, 25] . For instance, in [45] , they examine the cost structures associated with sense-making, and in [43] Pirolli adapts Foraging Theory to explore how searchers attempt to maximise the gain (benefit) over time.
A Note on Relevance, Cost & Benefit
In the literature, the cost and benefit of documents, information and interactions have been discussed and introduced in a variety ways. Benefit, or the value associated with a document, has been referred to as: relevance, benefit, gain, utility, expected utility and usefulness [7, 17, 20, 22, 25, 30, 44, 60] . For example, early on relevance was associated with utility [22] in the sense that one receives benefit or gain from a document that is relevant. Of course, what constitutes relevance is subject to much interpretation [38] .
However, the point is that most researchers acknowledge that users are after some useful information to help them facilitate the completion of a task. How this usefulness, benefit, gain, etc. is measured is an open challenge. While in terms of cost, researchers have considered mental/cognitive, physical, financial and temporal costs [6, 26, 50] . Often time is considered as a proxy for cost, or as an independent variable to contextualize the rate of gain [43, 50] . Recently the cognitive costs and the effort in processing, reading and understanding a document have also been considered [2, 50, 62, 63] . However costs are difficult to define, quantify and measure, and this is also an open challenge in the field.
In this work we will develop and discuss the costs and benefits as abstract, but common, units. However, one can think about many of the models with respect to time or money as the cost and benefit [25] , i.e., how much time do I have to spend, and how much time do I save? Or how much money do I have to spend, and how much money do I save or earn? In this paper we mainly use the terms cost and benefit, but may use some of the terms above interchangeably, where appropriate, and depending on the context.
Related Models
As previously mentioned, most measures are underpinned by a user model pertaining to how users interact with a ranked list of documents. For example, precision at k assumes that the user examines documents up until rank k and then stops. Furthermore, the measure implicitly assumes that the cost of processing each document is the same, and the value obtained from each document is also the same regardless. However, there has been a succession of innovations in modeling how the user interacts with a ranked list which has led to new measures (e.g. RBP [42] , DCG [30] , INST [39] , etc.) and analyses of the relationship between measures and user stopping models [17, 40, 41] . Recently, other advances are being introduced into measures. For example in [48] , Smucker empirically explores how changes in the cost of reading snippets and the quality of snippets affects the gain in terms of the number of documents. Later, Smucker and Clarke [50] extended this work by incorporating the time to process snippets and documents into TBG as a way to evaluate the gain over time. In [2] , Arvola et al. also consider the effort required to read, creating measures of the expected reading effort. Other work shows that the effort (measured in time) to judge documents varies depending on the relevance [55, 60] , again demonstrating that both cost and gain need to be considered. An excellent summary of such user models and how different measures employ them is provided in [41] , while in [17] Carterette demonstrates that these IR evaluation measures can be interpreted as utility (or expected utility) when these user stopping models are used, thus bringing together cost, benefit and expectation resulting from the search interaction. Other researchers have focused on modeling the interaction with the ranked list by developing click models [19] such as the cascade model [23] . However, to model (and thus measure) the whole session and the task performance, it is necessary to consider the range of search interactions as well as other components of the search interface.
The focus of this paper is on other less considered aspects of the search process; rather than trying to measure, we focus on modeling the interactions to draw insights and reason about the behaviours and interactions of users. In this direction, previous research has modeled various aspects of the information seeking and search process. For example, in [21] , Cooper models the costs and benefits of various searchers (the user and the librarian/system) to understand the trade-off between how much time each party should spend searching. In [54] , Varian outlined how we could apply Stigler's theory of Optimal Search Behaviour to IR [53] and how to examine the economic value of information using consumer theory, "where a consumer is making a choice to maximize expected utility or minimise expected cost" [54] . This lead to various insights such as a document has little or no value if the information it contains is redundant. In [16] , Birchler and Butler also explain how Stigler's theory can be applied to search in order to predict when a user should stop examining results in a ranked list, i.e., when the marginal benefit equals the marginal cost. While in [25] , Fuhr generalizes the Probability Ranking Principle such that documents have different costs and benefits and that there is some uncertainty over accepting a decision.
Information Foraging Theory [43] (IFT) examines the profitability of items found by considering the net gain obtained given time spent (which is what TBG [50] attempts to measure). Under IFT, it is possible to model various situations, such as when the user should stop examining results and move to another patch. Interestingly, in [8] this was shown to make the same predictions as the iPRP and Search Economic Theory [5] . In [5] , Azzopardi considers the economics (in terms of gain and cost) to examine the tradeoff and interplay between querying and assessing. This session-based model ascribes a cost and gain functions given the two different interactions. In follow up work this was extended to include inspecting snippets and paging [7] . The model enables various hypotheses to be generated depending on the changes in the performance (gain) from the interactions with the system and the cost of the various interactions [7] .
In [32] , Kashyap et al. define a cost model for browsing facets to minimize cost of interaction and thereby increasing the usefulness of the interface. In [9] , Azzopardi and Zuccon model the browsing costs on the Search Engine Result Page (SERP), where they consider the size of the screen, the results viewable and the number of documents to browse through. While simple, their model is instructive in understanding the relationship between scrolling and paging. In [51] , Smucker and Clarke model the switching behaviour of users engaging with ranked lists which provide different levels of gain. They show at what point it is optimal to switch. We continue in this line of research and develop a number of simple models of various search interactions to add to the growing catalogue of user models for search interaction.
AIMS AND METHODOLOGY
The main aim of this paper is to build a number of models regarding different decisions, i.e. actions, interactions, choices that users can make when using a search system and interface under a common framework, a cost-benefit analysis. Under the cost-benefit analysis, costs and benefits are considered to be in the same units. A more general approach is a cost-utility analysis, where the cost and benefit are expressed in different units (i.e. benefit might be expressed as the number of relevant documents found and the cost expressed as time). However, as a starting point, for modeling these interactions, we will assume that the costs and benefits are in the same (albeit abstract) units, and thus use a cost-benefit framework. During the course of this paper we will consider the following scenarios: query length, query diversity, query suggestions, relevance feedback, and find similar. For each scenario, we will model salient aspects of the interaction in order to gain various insights.
Before we begin creating models of these different scenarios, we first ground our models based upon the search interface depicted in Figure 1 . We then enumerate the different variables that we will use, followed by our approach.
Search Interface
For the purposes of modeling various interactions we base our analyses on the standard search interface which includes a query box, result snippets and navigational buttons (previous and next). Each snippet has a title (a blue link), a snippet from the document (black text), and url/domain (green text). However, we have also included a few extra features: (i) related searches / query suggestions, (ii) an option to find similar, and (iii) an option to mark documents as useful and then to find more like those marked. The later two features are different versions of explicit relevance feedback which we shall model 2 . In various works, researchers have c(.) cost function cw cost to enter a word ci total cost of interaction cq cost of issuing a query cs cost of examining a snippet ca cost of assessing a document cc cost of a click cd cost of deciding to mark and undertake relevance feedback cm cost of judging and then marking a document as relevant (for relevance feedback) crq cost of remembering the issued query ces cost of examining query suggestions Table 1 : Notation used for cost functions and associated variables.
b(.) benefit function bfp benefit provided by the first SERP bnp benefit provided by the next SERP bnq benefit provided by the next query brf benefit provided by performing relevance feedback Table 2 : Notation used for benefit functions and associated variables.
experimented with different interfaces and techniques to increase the net benefit to the user. It is therefore of interest to explore the cost-benefit relationships formally. During the course of interaction, a user poses a query, waits for the page to load, examines the page, and a number of snippets, along with examining a number of documents. The user will decide at some point either to stop browsing the current page of results, and move onto the next page, reformulate their query, take a query suggestion, provide feedback or stop searching.
Notation and Preliminaries
Costs and benefits are associated to interactions. For example, users pay a cost when formulating a query (cq) or assessing a document (ca), but they may also extract some benefit when exposed to the information contained in a document. Table 1 provides the different costs for various interactions, while Table 2 provides an overview of the benefits from different interactions. Note that we have defined interactions at an action level (as opposed to a keystroke level) because different interactions can be implemented differently and so depend on the instantiation of the feature. In our analyses, we will loosely base the cost on the time it takes to perform such actions, where we ground the costs based on the values in [6, 50, 47] . Though the costs (and benefits) used in the examples (see are purely to illuminate the equations -estimating the costs and benefits is left for future work. During the discussion of the models, we will explain how the cost could change for different interactions depending on how it is implemented, and how this would affect the decision users take.
Methods of Analysis
To analyse each of the different scenarios, we will first define and enumerate the different costs and benefits associated with the different actions. Given these cost and benefit functions, we will then employ a number of related techeither the find similar or the find more like these options. We show them on the same interface for the purposes of illustration. π profit (or net benefit) W number of query words Z number of aspects associated with a query N number of documents the user seeks M number of documents to be marked for relevance feedback A number of assessed documents R number of result in a SERP S number of snippets examined Qs number of query suggestions Table 3 : Notation for other variables common across models.
niques to determine: (a) how the net benefit π (or profit, i.e., benefit minus cost) changes as another variable of interest changes, or (b) whether one course of action leads to greater profit over another course of action. In our analysis we assume, like much of the previous work [5, 25, 43] , that users will be rational in the sense that they will try to maximize their net benefit from interacting with the system.
The first method of analysis will be to examine the change in profit as the variable of interest (e.g., number of query words) changes. Here, we can determine when the profit is maximized by taking the derivative of the profit function, setting it to zero, and then solving.
The second method we employ is when we have two alternatives/decisions and we need to determine under what conditions one decision is preferable to the other. In this case, the profit resulting from each decision is compared using an inequality, to determine which decision is more profitable.
The third method we employ is similar to the second approach, except that we only consider the costs involved in the decision and assume the benefit is the same for both decisions.
QUERY INTERACTIONS
As argued in [4, 40] , performance is determined by both the user and the system. How well a user can use the system will depend on what decisions they make. The initial decisions a user makes when starting a search session is what query to pose, how long, and how specific.
Querying Length
First, we consider the questions, why do user queries tend to be short, and how can we motivate users to type longer queries? In order to provide insights into these questions, we need to consider what factors affect the benefit of a query. While many factors are at play [29] , one of the main drivers is query length. It has been shown on numerous occasions that longer queries tend to yield better performance [3, 14, 24] . Consequently, this has led to various attempts to try and elicit longer queries from users (e.g. [1, 34, 35] ). However, these attempts have largely been ineffectual: we posit this is due to the costs and benefits at play. We further posit that inline autocomplete techniques are instead more effective in eliciting longer queries because they substantially lower the cost of entering a query while increasing the benefit.
We model the decision to issue a query of a particular length W to denote the number of words as follows: the benefit that a user receives is given by the benefit function b(W ) and the cost (or effort in querying) defined by the cost function c(W ). Now let's consider a benefit function which denotes the situation where the user experiences diminishing returns such that as the query length increases they receive less and less benefit (as shown in [3, 14] ). This can be modeled with the function:
where k represents a scaling factor, and a influences how quickly the user experiences diminishing returns. Let's assume then that the cost of entering a query is a linear function based on the number of words such that:
where cw represents how much effort must be spent to enter each word. This is, of course, a simple cost model and it is easy to imagine more complex cost functions. However the point is to provide a simple, but insightful, abstraction. Now given these two functions, we can compute the profit (net benefit) π that the user receives for a query of length W :
To find the query length that maximizes the user's net benefit, we can differentiate and solve the equation:
This results in: Figure 2 illustrates the benefit (top) and profit (bottom) as query length increases. For the left plots k = 10, and for the right plots k = 15. Within each plot we show various levels of a. These plots show that as k increases (i.e. overall the performance of the system increases), then the model suggests that query length, on average, would increase, and if a increases (i.e. the performance of the system increases but at a faster rate), then queries decrease in length. Furthermore the model suggests that as the cost of entering a word, cw, decreases users will tend to pose longer queries.
Summary
This simple model shows that to motivate longer queries either the cost of querying needs to decrease or the performance of the system needs to increase (via k and a). Ergo, reducing the cost of querying by providing inline autocomplete suggestions reduces the cost and increases the performance sufficiently that it motivates longer queries on average being issued. It further suggests that techniques to encourage the user to issue longer queries are insufficient on their own. They instead need to be backed up by increases in system performance or reductions in user interaction cost.
Specificity and Diversity
The next question we consider is whether it is better to pose a vague query or more specific query?
3 . This, of course, depends on how the system responds to such requests by returning diversified or non-diversified results. 3 While specificity is related to length we wish to consider this separately for the time being, and leave considering the relationship between specificity and length for future work. To provide the context, let's consider the following scenario. For simplicity we assume that the user is seeking N documents and their initial query is underspecified as it may refer to Z possible aspects/intents/interpretations. For example, if the user poses the query "Python" as shown in Figure 1 , then there are several possible interpretations such as: the language, the snake, the movie, etc. We shall refer to these as aspects in the remainder of this paper.
Let's consider now how a system might respond. The system could take a diversified approach and provide some coverage of the Z aspects. Or it could take a non-diversified approach returning documents that correspond to the most popular or dominant aspect and thus return documents only from one aspect. Which approach would a user prefer? Or stated another way, under what circumstances would interacting with diversified results be less costly than interacting with non-diversified results? To answer this questions we consider how the user might interact with these different result lists, and then compare the costs and benefits.
When interacting with the diversified result list, the user pays a cost for issuing the query, cq 1 . For simplicity, we assume the diversified response blends the different aspects together uniformly so that approximately 1 in every Z results refers to a relevant aspect. This means the user would have to process N.Z snippets to find the N results about that aspect in the best case. On average however, it is likely that only a proportion would be relevant, say pr. Thus, on average they would have to inspect N.Z pr snippets, but for simplicity we assume that pr = 1.
With the cost of examining a snippet being cs, the cost of interacting with the diversified results (c 
On the other hand, the cost of interacting with the nondiversified results is slightly different. The user again pays the cost for issuing the first query, cq 1 . If the query retrieved documents for the correct aspect, the user only needs to examine N snippets, resulting in a cost of cs.N for examining all the snippets. For simplicity we further assume that the system returns the aspect the user had in mind with a uniform probability 1/Z 4 . If instead the query did not retrieve documents for the correct aspect, the user needs to issue a more specific query, paying an additional querying cost cq 2 . Since q2 would typically mean adding one or more terms to the original query, then cq 2 is likely to be less than cq 1 . However, before they issue a new query, the user first examines k snippets, before realising that the response is inadequate. They then decide to re-formulate. For simplicity, we will assume that the more specific query means that the system will respond with the correct aspect (i.e., "python snake"). Of course, within this aspect, there could be sub-aspects, but again we will assume for simplicity that the re-formulated query is sufficient to retrieve documents that correspond to the user's intent. In this case, they reformulate with probability 1 − 1/Z. Thus, the total cost of interaction with a non-diversified system (ci,ND) is:
Given the two cost models, we can compare the two usersystem interactions to determine if it is better to (a) pose an underspecified query and interact with the diversified result list, or (b) pose an underspecified query and interact with the non-diversified result list, then reformulate the query to retrieve the aspect of interest:
Following Inequality 8 and as shown in Figure 3 , in the presence of many aspects or when the user is seeking many documents for the intended aspect, it is best not to have to interact with a diversified list. Conversely, if the user has a navigational intent (N = 1) or is after a small number of documents, then it is better to interact with a diversified list. Alternatively if the ambiguity of the initial query (measured by the number of aspects Z) is low, then the user is also better off interacting with diversified results.
Summary
To derive the costs of interactions we made a number of simplifying assumptions; we revisit them next in light of Inequality 8. We assumed the diversified system would uniformly blend results from different aspects. However, more sophisticated strategies for blending results, e.g., by sampling with higher rate from popular aspects, may on average reduce the cost of interaction with the diversified system. When considering the non-diversified system, we also assumed that a user could issue a more specific query with cost cq 2 and this query would retrieve documents relevant to the desired aspect of interest. Often this may not be the case and it may take the user more than one query reformulation to obtain a more specific query to find the correct 4 More complex weighted distributions are left for future work. results. For example, consider the case where two query refinements are required to formulate a query that returns results for the correct aspect. In these circumstances, the cost of interaction becomes:
When this is considered in Inequality 8, we find that diversifying search results is more attractive than before as, all other values being the same, the cost of interaction with the diversified system attracts one less cost than using the non-diversified system. Admittedly, the above model is rather naive and there are numerous ways in which to improve it. For example, including the probability distribution over aspects, including a more sophisticated interaction with the ranked list and adding in further query refinements. Another refinement would be to link the length of the query (in terms of specificity) with the number of aspects. For example, consider the queries "python", "python tutorial ", and "python 3 tutorial ". Each are progressively longer and more specific -which also impact on how many aspects are returned. It would be interesting to consider how the user can control and manipulate the system and how worthwhile it is for them to do so.
Query Suggestions
Next, we consider whether a user should take a query suggestion or not. Observe the SERP in Figure 1 where the query "python" has been issued. Various query suggestions have been presented to the user that expose various aspects associated with "python", i.e., "python commands", "python snake", "python tutorial ", etc. Now let's consider the following scenario. A user enters a query to the system and the system does not retrieve any relevant document. Let's further assume that this is because the query is underspecified or impoverished in some way. The user now has the choice of reformulating the query: (a) by making it more specific, or (b) by taking a query suggestion. The cost of taking a suggestion involves examining the list of query suggestions provided, which we model as a function ces(.), where the cost is proportional to the number of suggestions, Qs. If one of the suggestions is sufficiently specified, then the user will take the suggestion with some probability ps. However, if the suggestions are not specific enough then the user resorts back to issuing a new query: cq2 < ces(Qs) + ps.cc + (1 − ps).cq2 ps.cq2 − ps.cc < ces(Qs) cq2 − cc < ces(Qs) ps
While the cost of clicking on a suggestion is relatively cheap, the main factors influencing the selection of a suggestion is the cost of the subsequent query versus the cost of examining the suggestions and the probability of one of the suggestions being useful. In the best case scenario, the next query to be issued is within the suggestions i.e., ps = 1, in which case the selection cost is not amplified. What is interesting in this case is that if there is some uncertainty as to whether the suggestions will contain a good next query, or if the cost of processing the suggestions is high, then re-formulating is preferable. In terms of processing the suggestions, more suggestions are likely to increase the cost, but also having similar alternatives is going to increase the cost because the user has to work out if they have different meanings (or not) and if they will result in different results (or not). On the other hand, if the user is finding it hard to think of a subsequent query, i.e. has run out of terms or ideas for querying, then it might be cheaper to process the suggestions. However, if the suggestions fail to provide an adequate query then the user must revert back to reformulating (or some other action).
FEEDBACK
In this section we consider the question, is relevance feedback worth it? Let's consider an interface that allows users to mark which documents they think are relevant, and offers them the choice to find more documents like the ones selected (via the relevance feedback options on the SERP in Figure 1 ). An alternative interface would be one that provides a find similar button for each document instead. We will consider both options next.
Relevance Feedback
Let's assume that the user has issued a query to the system, and that the system has returned a set of results. The user has several options; among those we consider: (1) examining the results on the first page, then moving to the next page (np), (2) examining the results on the first page, then issuing a new query (nq), (3) examining the results on the first page, marking which documents are relevant, and then clicking the "find more like this" button (rf ).
Next, we consider the costs and benefits in each of these scenarios. Let bfp, bnp,bnq,brf be the gain of the first page, the gain from moving to the next page, the gain from the next query and the benefit from performing relevance feedback, respectively. The corresponding costs can be formulated as follows:
where cq is the cost of entering a query, ca is the average cost to examine a document, cc is the cost to click to the next page or click to find more, cd is the cost of deciding to mark and undertake relevance feedback, cm is the average cost of judging (explicitly) and then marking the document as relevant, where M documents are marked. First, let's consider the case where the benefit from the next query is the same as the benefit from relevance feedback. In this case, the user should opt to re-querying when:
cnq < crf 2.cq + 2.N.ca < cq + 2.N.ca + cd + M.cm + cc cq < cd + M.cm + cc
Here we can see that if the cost of querying is less than the cost to decide, mark and find more, then querying is preferable. Further we can see that the number of documents to mark M is based upon the following inequality:
In Figure 4 , we have plotted Inequality 14, where we assume the costs for clicking and deciding are cc = 2 and cd = 2, respectively, and the cost of querying and assessing are cq = 15 and ca = 20, respectively. The figure shows the LHS for M from 1 to 5 versus the RHS where the cost of marking cm increases from 1 to 5. From this plot, we can see that if the cost of marking is low, then the LHS is less than the RHS (i.e. the inequality does not hold) and so relevance feedback is preferable. As the cost of marking increases, then the option of relevance feedback becomes less desirable. Similarly, as the number of documents to be marked increases, then relevance feedback, again, becomes less desirable.
In the case of exploratory search, where the user wants to learn more about a domain, but is unsure of how to formulate a good query, then relevance feedback may become more attractive (assuming that they can do this at a low cost i.e. cd). On the other hand, if the system provides support for querying, say by providing query suggestions, then the cost of querying could be lowered (though of course the user would have to pay the cost of shifting through the queries suggested 5 ). Furthermore, since relevance feedback will typically find more of the same, if the user wants to explore other aspects of the topic, then it is likely that they will have to pose a new query in order to explore different aspects. Before we consider the case when querying and relevance feedback yield different amounts of benefit, we next consider the special case of finding similar.
Find Similar
Let's consider the find similar interface, where each document provides the option to find other similar documents. In this case, M always equals one, and the cost to find similar and mark becomes one and the same, i.e., the action to click the "find similar" button entails mentally marking the document (cm) and then clicking the button cc. Now the decision to find similar is based on the inequality below:
such that if the cost of querying is cheaper than deciding, marking and clicking, the user will query. In a study of Excite query logs, it was shown that the find similar option was taken 1 in 20 times [52] . Nevertheless, modern search engines have more or less abandoned the feature. However, given this expression, the find similar option is probably cheaper, so why has it been abandoned? Here we posit that this is because the benefit function from each option is different (where the more expensive query yields more benefit). However, in other domains, like academic search and recommender systems, related articles or "more like this" options are still provided, though we were not able to find statistics on their usage. We posit that in academic search finding related articles is likely to be of more benefit to the less experienced researcher, who knows less about the field, and may incur higher querying costs [57] . Whereas the seasoned researcher who is more knowledgeable of the field is likely to receive less net benefit because they can formulate queries for less. On the other hand, in the context of product or movie recommendations, the cost and benefits are quite different. For example, Netflix provides users with a "more like this" option for movies and TV shows. In the context of finding a movie to watch, posing a query is more difficult because expressing how you feel or what you want from a movie is rather amorphous and anomalous [15] . This is likely to make the querying rather costly, whereas taking the "more like this" option is relatively cheaper and cognitively less taxing. So in this context "find similar" is likely to be much more useful -and as a result used more often.
Different Benefit Functions
In the models above, we have assumed that the benefit between different options is the same. However, in this context the subsequent query and the relevance feedback are likely to yield different amounts of benefit. Here we consider the implications of this. The amount of benefit a user receives from traversing the ranked list has been showing to increase but at a diminishing rate, i.e. as a user goes down the ranked list they accrue more benefit but less and less at each rank [42, 30] . This can be modeled using the following form: b(N ) = k.N β [6, 8] , and, when considered in the context of multiple queries, subsequent queries are assumed to be discounted. Thus, the benefit function takes the form b(Q, N ) = k.Q α .N β and follows a similar form as the gain functions in [5, 7, 30, 31] .
Using this model of benefit we can associate different amounts of benefit to the two options. The benefit from examining the initial N documents is bq = k.N β and the benefit from the next N documents on the subsequent page is bnp = k. (2.N ) β − k.N β . Given the expression b(Q, N ) from above, the benefit of the next query is based on the N documents returned, and the discount of issuing the next query. The discount for for the Qth query is d(Q) = Q α −(Q−1) α , i.e. for first query, d(Q = 1) = 1, for the second query, d(Q = 2) = 2 α − 1. So the benefit from the second query would be bnq = k.d(Q = 2).N β . And finally the benefit from the relevance feedback would be:
Since the user has already examined N and extracted the benefit bq, the pool of relevant material has been reduced, and so we can assume that the benefit from the next query and the relevance feedback is reduced. If we consider the profit associated with these options, we arrive at:
A user would issue a subsequent query over performing relevance feedback if the following holds:
This inequality shows that if the benefit that is received is greater from querying than relevance feedback, i.e. β > γ, then the Left Hand Side (LHS) will be positive. Unless the cost of relevance feedback is sufficiently low, such that the cost of querying is greater, then the user will re-query. However, note the impact of the discount d(q), which is typically less than one because the user gets less benefit from subsequent interactions. Here it exaggerates the influence of the cost (positive or negative).
In Figure 5 , we have plotted the LHS vs the RHS of Inequality 16, where we have assumed that the benefit function for the next query has β set to 0.5 (and the same costs as in the previous example shown in Figure 14) . We have plotted varying levels of γ from 0.5 to 0.8. The figure shows that the benefit from relevance feedback needs to be substantially greater than the benefit of the next query for relevance feedback to be useful to the user.
Summary
We have considered a number of different aspects relating to relevance feedback and how the number of documents marked and the benefit are likely to shape the user interactions. However, we have not considered other aspects such as the relationship between the amount (and type) of relevance feedback given [27, 36, 37] . For instance in [36] , Keskustalo et al. show that as the number of feedback documents increases, performance increases but at a diminishing rate. Furthermore, we have approximated many of the costs and perhaps underestimated some. For example in [10] they show that the cost of marking documents as relevant is cognitively taxing. Thus, further empirical work is needed to better estimate the costs and the benefits of these interactions. If this is achieved then it will be possible to determine whether relevance feedback is worthwhile, and specifically to determine how much better the performance of the relevance feedback needs to be before it is worthwhile.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have developed a series of cost-benefit models for various decisions that arise when interacting with a search system/interface. Although the models we have created are rather simple, they provide interesting insights into the drivers and forces that are at play during the information seeking and retrieval process. Of course, these are not the only factors at play, and we acknowledge that these abstractions are limited. For each of the models depicted, there are obvious avenues of refinement where more detail and sophistication can be added to improve their realism. The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of how cost-benefit analysis can be applied to assess the choices that we as designers present to users, and to hypothesize about how user behaviour will change in response to the costs and benefits. There are many more scenarios and decisions which can be explored and modeled in the future using such a framework.
Empirically estimating the parameters of these models, evaluating how well they fit, and predicting actual behaviour are obvious next steps. As such, this work provides a number of directions to explore as well as providing the basis for modeling and developing other models regarding other decisions and interactions. Creating such models is beneficial because before any experiments are conducted one can reason about how the costs and benefits are likely to influence behaviour and attempt to manipulate them accordingly. However, a number of open challenges and research questions are surfaced through this work (though not necessarily explicitly discussed): (i) how do we measure the costs and benefits, (ii) how does risk and uncertainty affect the decisions and expectations, (iii) why do users learn to adopt certain behaviours or others, (iv) at what point do certain behaviours become habitual and what are the costs of overcoming such habits (v) how can we encourage users to adopt better information seeking practices (and how do we define such practices as better?), and, (vi) how do we deal with multiple objectives and multiple cost functions.
